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THE

JOYS OF HARVEST HOME.

Words selected.  Music by EVERETT L. BAKER.

Allegro con spirito.

1. The larks early warning, proclaims the bright morning. The blithe sons of

2. Behold they're now heaping, the loaded cart creeping. A loft stands

labor for harvest prepares. From sleep lightly springing, the song of joy

proudly arranging the sheaves; And now homeward bringing, the harvest home
singing, His part with his neighbor each hastens to bear:
The prospect is

singing, Each voice proclaims loudly the joy he receives:
While evening ad-

cheering, with plenty appearing, With friendship endearing the labor they

vancing, with singing and dancing, Their pleasure enhancing makes perfect their

share: The cup of pure pleasure, they fill in full measure.

Tempo primo.
The cup of pure

bliss: Thus friendship excited by virtues united. Thus friendship ex.
For earth's richest treasure contentment is
pleasure, they fill in full measure,
cited, by virtues united, attracts me delighted to scenes such as

there is there is there, is there...... The lark's early warning pro-
this, as this, as this, as this...... The cup of pure pleasure, they

claims the bright morning, The blithe sons of labor for harvest prepare.
fill in full measure, For earth's richest treasure contentment is there.